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President’s Message
It is an essential goal of the University of Florida
to maintain a safe and comfortable workplace
and academic environment for all members of the
University community. Our policy is clear: sexual
harassment will not be tolerated at the University
and it should not be ignored. Our zero tolerance
policy for sexual harassment prohibits any member
of the University community—student, faculty, or
staff—from harassing any other member or visitor.
Sexual harassment can be identified as the
inappropriate introduction of unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal and physical conduct of a sexual nature
where sex would otherwise be irrelevant. In
addition to violating University policies, sexual
harassment violates federal and state laws. It may
occur in a variety of situations and under myriad
circumstances.
Each member of the University community is
asked to participate fully in our collective effort to
maintain the University of Florida’s commitment
to zero tolerance of sexual harassment.

J. Bernard Machen
President
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University of Florida Regulations
(1) General Policy Guidelines
1. The University of Florida is committed to maintaining a
workplace and educational environment free from sexual
and other forms of illegal harassment. Sexual and other
harassment is reprehensible and subverts the mission of
the University and will not be tolerated at the University
of Florida. It threatens the careers of faculty and staff and
the educational experience of our students.
2. The purpose of this policy is to prevent sexual harassment
and to offer students and employees who believe they have
been sexually harassed a means to redress any such claim
with the goal of ending the harassment and providing
an environment conducive to learning and working.
Retaliation against an individual who complains about
sexual harassment or who cooperates with an investigation
of a complaint is unlawful and, if found to have occurred,
will not be tolerated.
3. This policy applies to visitors, applicants for
admission to or employment with the University,
faculty, staff, student employees, and volunteers of the
University who allege sex discrimination, including
sexual harassment, by University faculty, staff, student
employee, visitor, or vendor.

(2) Harassment
Harassment is the creation of a hostile or intimidating
environment in which verbal or physical conduct is so
severe or persistent that it is likely to interfere significantly
with someone’s work, education, or on-campus living
conditions.
1. Examples of harassing conduct includes epithets; slurs;
negative stereotyping; or threatening, intimidating, or
hostile acts that relate to race, color, religion, ethnicity,
national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability,


marital status, or veteran status.
2. Additionally, harassment includes written or graphic
material that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion
toward an individual or group because of race, color,
religion, ethnicity, national origin, sex, sexual orientation,
age, disability, marital status, or veteran status and that is
accessed and/or displayed on University equipment.

(3) Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment, a form of sex discrimination, includes
unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,
and/or other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature
when:
1. The submission to such conduct is made either explicitly
or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s
employment or academic status in a University activity
or
2. The submission or rejection of such conduct by an
individual is used as the basis for employment or academic
decisions affecting such individual’s employment or
academic status in a University activity or
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably
interfering with an individual’s work or academic
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or
offensive employment or academic environment.

(4) Types of Sexual Harassment
1. “Quid pro quo” means “this for that.” It assumes a
power differential and occurs when an employee or
student is subject to unwelcome sexual behavior or
advances, and submission is made a condition of firing,
hiring, advancement, admission, or evaluation in the
work or academic setting. One instance of quid pro quo


will generally constitute sexual harassment.
2. “Hostile environment” occurs when unwelcome
sexual behavior “unreasonably interferes with an
individual’s job performance” or creates an “intimidating,
hostile, or offensive” work or academic environment.
Unlike quid pro quo, hostile environment generally
requires a severe and pervasive pattern of behaviors to
constitute sexual harassment. The number of times a
behavior needs to occur depends on the severity of the
behavior.
Examples of sexual harassment may include,
but are not limited to:
1. Direct unwanted proposition of a sexual nature and/or
subtle pressure for sexual activity that is unwanted and
unreasonably interferes with a person’s employment or
academic environment.
2. Direct or implied threats that submission to sexual
advances will be a condition of employment, promotion,
work status, or advancement in grades, letters of
recommendation, scholarships, or any related matter.
3. A pattern of conduct which has the impact or effect
of humiliating another that includes examples of the
following: comments of a sexual nature; sexually explicit
statements, questions, innuendos, anecdotes, jokes,
pictures; or other written materials of a sexual nature.
4. A pattern of conduct that would humiliate another
(using the reasonable person standard) which would
include the following: unwanted touching, patting,
kissing, hugging, or brushing against another’s body;
remarks of a sexual nature about a person’s clothing or
body; or remarks about sexual activity or speculations
about sexual experiences.


(5) General Procedures
1. In order to take appropriate corrective action, the
University must be aware of violations under this policy.
Therefore, anyone who believes that he or she has been
subjected to a violation of this policy or witnessed a
violation of this policy or related retaliation should
promptly report such behavior to the Office of Equal
Employment Opportunity or any University official,
administrator, supervisor, manager, or faculty member.
a. Students are encouraged to report such incidents to the
University Counseling Center or to the Office of Equal
Employment Opportunity.
b. Faculty, staff, volunteers, and campus visitors are
encouraged to report violations to the Office of Equal
Employment Opportunity or to a Human Resource Services
Satellite Office. See page 11 for contact information.
c. Incidents should be reported as soon as possible after the
time of their occurrence. No employee or student should
assume an official of the University of Florida knows about
a situation or incident. No person is required to report sex
discrimination, sexual harassment, or harassment to the
alleged offender.
d. Any University official, administrator, supervisor,
manager, or faculty member who experiences, witnesses,
or receives a written or oral report or complaint of a
violation under this policy shall promptly report it to the
Office of Equal Employment Opportunity. Other persons
who suspect a violation under this policy should report it
to an appropriate person in their department / unit or to
the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity.

(6) Informal Resolution
1. Informal resolution may be an appropriate choice when
the conduct involved is not of a serious or repetitive


nature and disciplinary action is not required to remedy
the situation. No formal investigation is involved in the
informal resolution process.
2. A request for informal resolution must be made within
30 days of the date of the alleged incident to either
the University Counseling Center or the Office of the
Vice President of Human Resource Services who shall
determine whether the nature of the problem is such that
it can be resolved by agreement on an informal basis and,
if so, which office will do so.
Refer to page 0 in this booklet
for a sample letter to the harasser.

(7) Formal Resolution
1. Either subsequent to or instead of following an informal
process, a complainant may elect to make a formal
complaint and have the case pursued by the Office of
Equal Employment Opportunity.
2. A request for a formal resolution must be made within
one (1) year of the occurrence of the alleged violation.
In the case of a currently enrolled student, the complaint
must be filed within one (1) year after graduation.
3. The Office of Equal Employment Opportunity will
investigate all formal complaints of violations under this
policy.
4. A formal complaint alleging a violation of this policy
should be submitted in writing to the Office of Equal
Employment Opportunity. The complainant may use the
Complaint Form available at http://www.hr.ufl.edu or
provide a written statement that contains the following
information:



a. Name and UF employee or student identification
number of the complainant(s);
b. Contact information, including address and telephone;
c. Name of person(s) directly responsible for alleged
violation(s);
d. Date(s) and place(s) of alleged violations;
e. Nature of alleged violation(s) as defined in this policy;
f. Detailed description of the specific conduct that is the
basis of alleged violation(s);
g. Copies of documents pertaining to the alleged
violation(s);
h. Name(s) of any witnesses to alleged violation(s);
i. Action requested to resolve the situation;
j. Complainant’s signature and date of filing; and
k. Any other relevant information.
5. The purpose of an investigation is to gather and verify
facts about the case. Formal investigations are conducted
in consultation with the Vice President of Human Resource
Services.
6. Action taken by the University vice presidents and
other supervisory personnel will include taking remedial
action based on the results of the investigation and will
follow up as appropriate to ensure that the remedial action
is effective. Complainants are encouraged to report any
recurrences of conduct found to violate this policy.
7. Time frames mentioned in these procedures may be
extended for good cause, such as holidays or when classes
are not in session, or when it is necessary to complete
an investigation due to difficulties reaching witnesses or
parties to the complaint.



(8) Confidentiality
The University will make every reasonable effort to
conduct all proceedings in a manner that will protect the
confidentiality of all parties.

(9) Retaliation
University policy and federal law prohibits retaliation
against an individual for reporting sex discrimination,
sexual harassment, or harassment. A student, faculty,
or staff member who retaliates in any way against an
individual who has brought a complaint pursuant to
this policy or participated in an investigation of such a
complaint is subject to disciplinary action up to and
including dismissal from the University.

(10) Consensual Relationships
Participation of a supervisor, faculty member, advisor, or
coach in a consensual romantic or sexual relationship with
a subordinate employee or student in all cases creates a
prohibited conflict of interest that must be addressed.
1. Conflicts of interest may arise in connection with
consensual romantic and/or sexual relationships between
faculty or other instructional staff and students or between
supervisors and subordinates.
2. Although conflict of interest issues can be resolved, in a
consensual romantic and/or sexual relationship involving
power differential, the potential for serious consequences
remains. Individuals entering into such relationships must
recognize that:
a. The reasons for entering such a relationship may be a
function of the power differential;
b. That even in a seemingly consensual relationship,
where power differentials exist, there are limited afterthe-fact defenses against charges of sexual harassment;


c. The individual with the power in the relationship will
bear the burden of accountability; and
d. Such a relationship, whether in a class or work situation,
may affect the educational or employment environment
for others by creating an appearance of improper,
unprofessional, or discriminatory conduct.

(11) Training
1. The University provides education and training
programs to promote awareness and prevention of sexual
harassment. It is expected that all faculty and staff will
attend a sexual harassment training seminar within the
first year of University employment and attend a refresher
seminar when appropriate.
Registration information is available at http://www.hr.ufl.
edu/training/reg_info.htm#sexualharassment
2. Education and training programs also include
informational materials about the University’s Sexual
Harassment Policy as well as training for responsible
personnel in management and implementation of the
complaint procedure.

(12) Policy Dissemination
Please visit the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity
web site at http://www.hr.ufl.edu/eeo/default.htm
for policy information. Persons needing copies of the
guidelines may contact the Office of Equal Employment
Opportunity at (352) 392-1075.



Writing a Letter to the Harasser
People often feel powerless when experiencing harassment
and are reluctant to confront the harasser personally. An
excellent alternative is writing a letter directly to the
harasser.
Mail a copy of the letter to the harasser using registered or
certified mail. Keep a copy of the letter for yourself.
The letter should consist of three parts:
1. A factual account of what happened – including details
of dates and a description of offending behaviors.
2. A description of how you feel about what occurred
including specific feelings and personal thoughts and
opinions.
3. A statement of what you want to happen next. Most
writers want the behavior to stop, but if a remedy is
necessary, it should be included here.
DATE
Dear Mr. Jones,
In the past month, you have made several comments to me
regarding my appearance. Last week this occurred in front
of several lab assistants, when you made a joke about small
breast size, and then said I didn’t have to worry about that.
Then yesterday (June th), at the water fountain, you hugged
me hard and pushed yourself against me.
I feel increasingly uncomfortable with this unwanted
attention. I find that I am trying to avoid you and that I am
embarrassed when I see you. Yesterday, after your hug, I was
so upset that I had difficulty concentrating on my work.
I would like to keep our relationship strictly professional.
I do not want you to touch me again or to make any more
remarks about my appearance.
Sincerely,
Jane Doe
0

Contact Us
Human Resource Services
• Equal Employment Opportunity
Larry T. Ellis, Director of Administration and Equal
Employment Opportunity
(352) 392-1075
e-mail: eeo@ufl.edu
web site: www.hr.ufl.edu/eeo
• Kyle Cavanaugh
Vice President of Human Resource Services
(352) 392-1075
Counseling Center
(352) 392-1575
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